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a new report has revealed that a massive eruption of
the indonesian volcano toba could have killed every

person on earth around 70,000 years ago. tobas
global-scale eruption around 74,000 years ago

resulted in the tobas lake, a huge volcanic lake which
covered an area of 14,000 square miles of coastal
east-africa. the aim of this project was to test the

capacity of the new platform for automatic detection
and prediction of pyroclastic flows, their dynamics and
development in space and time. usually the automatic

monitoring of pyroclastic flows, for the purpose of
early warning, is limited to the detection and tracking
of the plume using radar, satellite or seismic data. the

objective here was to enhance the detection of this
hazard and to study its dynamics in space and time

using remotely-sensed data from the worldview-2 and
sentinel-2 satellites. the analysis of the environmental
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conditions at the beginning of the eruptions, such as
the thermal conditions and the atmospheric pressure,
will be of paramount importance for the development
of several forecasting methods. to this end, the list of
volcanoes and volcanoes that displayed an eruptive

crisis, starting from april 2001, is reported on
extended data tables 7, 8, 9 and 10. data are from
pyrovolc volcano monitor and nasa/jpl-caltech's ges
disc server. a pyroclastic flow is a kind of volcanic

explosion, in which a mixture of hot gas, rock
fragments, volcanic bombs, and tephra erupts in a

cohesive, dense, quickly moving, self-destructing, and
destructive mass. the density of the material required
to form a pyroclastic flow can vary. for example, ash is
a very fluid material that may be able to hold or even
re-suspend itself; clasts of denser material like pumice

will tend to sink to the bottom of the flow, while ash
and scoria can remain near the top. a viscous clast-

rich pyroclastic flow is the result of a large volume of
volcanic material that moves slowly and over a large

area. such a flow is able to move a long distance
without too much disruption.
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mace carries survival gear from individual items to
complete kits. the company also focuses on selling

self-contained, fully functional, lightweight equipment
that is designed to ensure that a user will have

everything they need to successfully complete their
chosen adventure. in this tutorial, we will use the

volcano plot to show how distances can be converted
to z-values (p-values, in this case). first we will use the

volcano_genes file from the original paper. the
volcano_genes file contains gene names, which i am

unable to keep in a csv file that matches the
volcano_genes file by default. however, any field
names can be translated to gene names. we will

convert this to a csv file using pandoc. this will be the
volcano_genes_to_csv. in the followings steps, i will

use the volcano_genes as an example dataset.
examine the volcano_genes_to_googleform_legend

file. it contains gene names. there will be one row for
each volcano. each row will contain two columns,

representing volcano and the volcano-genes's labels.
explore the volcano_genes_to_csv file. it contains a
volcano volcano_name genes_desc . separators are
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tabs ( ). each row represents a volcano. these can be
gene names and/or volcano coords. if you would like
volcano names in the volcano_genes_to_csv file, you
can directly copy the volcano_genes_to_csv file (as it

is) to the code editor. data = np.array([['volcano's
label/volcano name', 'genes/','volcano's coords x,y,z',
'volcano's colors ', 'volcano's labels','label','color']])

plt.volcano(data, palette='gist_rainbow') plot for
volcano 1 the next volcano plot will be generated from

the data in volcano_genes_to_csv. we first use the
np.array function to create a 3-dimensional array,

data. 5ec8ef588b
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